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DIVERGENT CHANGE IN CRIMINAL PROFILE 
AND VICTIM DILEMMA

Abstract:-Criminality has been observing over period of time as a social evil, since from the civilization 
holy sculptures and scriptures also give an account of crime and origin of criminality. Human to satisfy 
the greed and needs becoming antisocial animal the evil of criminality is not limited to common man. 
Which has often said that economic insecurity like poverty makes man greedy and influences him to 
adopt anti social behavior but it is also true that people who are in higher social strata also becoming 
prone to antisocial activities. In common parlance criminality of human can be said as “criminal tend to 
destroy the evidence of his criminality” peoples who are in higher socio- economic status inflicting pains 
to victims and / or to their relatives to save from the law. Though imbalance in law and order making 
victim or witness very difficult to live. Adopting more violent methods is eminent to the people who are 
experts in escaping from the clutches of law. This study observes that change in technology and way of 
life influencing human behavior to adopt different strategies of crime and types of crime and criminality 
also changing with span of time. Since the society is changing in its structure there is a lack of social 
control on an individual this is what to some extent becoming the root cause which is leading to drastic 
change in the crime rate and incising in its severity.

This study is objected to give an over view of changing crime pattern and cause for emergence 
of new crime pattern,  and different aspects influencing in crime and criminal type which is also effecting 
in change of criminal profile. Required data's and literature is from secondary sources, moreover this 
study concerned with elaborating the changing criminal profile and evil effects of heinous crime on 
victims and their family.

Keywords:Criminality Greed Crime pattern Law.

INTRODUCTION :-  

 Crime is defined as law breaking act, however criminality is the behavior of committing crime. It is universal in 
nature. In the words of Aristotle “Poverty is the parent of revolution and crime” it is true that poverty , lack of basic needs , 
difficulty in livelihood triggers mind of human to fell in illegitimate way to acquire wellbeing of self. Apart from poverty there 
is an added reason behind crime, as to mention, Situation; here referred as Self defense, & Accidental, other is Influence; here 
referred as Greed, Terror light, Soul motivation& Chain 'Cs' veil. These are the observed reasons behind a crime. In this 
computer era culprits are finding reasons to commit crime, thus there will be also other reasons behind a crime. Human to 
satisfy the greed and needs becoming antisocial animal the evil of criminality is not limited to common man. Which has often 
said that economic insecurity like poverty makes man greedy and influences him to adopt anti social behavior but it is also true 
that people who are in higher social strata also becoming prone to antisocial activities. In common parlance criminality of 
human can be said as “criminal tend to destroy the evidence of his criminality”.

SITUATION:

Self Defense

It is most common ticket of escape produced in front of judicial by smart culprits with exceptions, in the process of 
self defense a person can commit crime; it is exempted if proved in sections 76 to 106 of General Exception IPC.
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Accidentally

Any criminal act can be occur without the consciousness of the culprit , for which he won't be claimed as culprit. They 
may get exception like 'not in sound mind' or act done influence of intoxication.  This comes under exception cases where there 
would be no reason or strong motive to commit crime but the act of crime happens.

 Secondly the Greed, Terror Light, Soul Motive & Chain Cs veil,

Greed

It is the strongest reason behind a crime when a person becomes greedy it makes him blindfolded and person tend to 
commit crime, it is the psychological phenomenon when an individual fell to land of greed. He feels all matters light. Never 
thinks about further consequences. Over the period of time it has become the core motive behind criminality, it is the detonator 
of self 'id' which shuts all doer of mercy, law and relation and motivates to commit evil act.

Terror light

It is the term which refers self representation in wrong doer, when a person gets good name and fame by any one 
criminal act it triggers his self and influences him to commit more and serious crime to acquire more name and recognition by 
the common peoples also. Being identified by the people gives satisfaction and pleasure for these kinds of offenders. They feel 
themselves sovereign when people bow to them on fear of their evil act. This kind of personality is the most dangerous to the 
society it eventuality lead s to build a wicked form of self esteem. 

Soul Motive

It is the common reason for commotion of criminal act, white collar crime, theft and in some rare and rarest cases 
murder occurs from this cause. Here soul motive termed as getting motivation or influence for committing crime by closely 
related ones like Parents, Spouse, Siblings, and Friends etc. We heard that one's primary behavior is dependence will be based 
on the people around ourselves. Primary control groups like family peers and Education institutions , when a person with good 
norms motivated by his beloved ones to commit criminal act obviously he fell in conflict with mind, continues evil motivation 
makes him to commit crime even thou he built with good norms and value.

Chain of 'Cs’

It is the phenomena built on the basis of the chance of probability. When a person commits a criminal act he is guilty, 
thus to escape from the clutches of law he adopts several alternative methods to destroy the evidence of his criminality, in such 
circumstances he tend to commit another crime to hid one crime. It happens in rare cases and could be seen in first time 
offenders. Often when offender commits crime and finds difficulty to get rid of its further consequences will adapt methods to 
put out of sight the crime and evidence related to that crime in such cases they do another act which is restricted by the law.

Background of the study

Crime has been observing as a social evil, change in crime leads to change in criminal profile also. The criminal 
profile includes the mode of criminal action, matter behind crime, time and choice of victim, all these are some concepts 
evolved to study the criminal profile. In the drastic changes in society leads to emergence of newer type of offences , Murder, 
Robbery, Rape, Theft, Kidnapping and commonly known crime as man landing on civilized society modern type of crime were 
emerging, i.e. Bribery, Blackmail, Scandals, Drug Trafficking, Smuggling, Assassination, Breach of trust etc .
We believed that lack of basic needed people commit crime but theories goes stunned when the person having crore rupees in 
bank account executes crime. Greed of attaining good socio-economic status in society making human to lose norms and 
values which leading individual to involve in serious crimes. Peoples in higher strata like, Businessman's, Person having 
authority like Politician, Police officers Institutional chief are involving in Scandals by miss use of their power and passions.

CHANGING CRIMINAL PROFILE 

Torture in Police Custody

Despite state prohibitions against torture and custodial misconduct by the police, torture is widespread in police 
custody, which is a major reason behind deaths in custody. The police often torture innocent people until a 'confession' is 
obtained to save influential and wealthy offenders. May be by the influence of any person in authority or higher officer 
innocents will be dragged to the police station and torture them is common in place where people are tortured by the mafias.

Divergent Change In Criminal Profile And Victim Dilemma
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Corruption 

Crime committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation. Corruption is 
prevalent in India. It is rampant within every section and every level of the society. Corruption has taken the role of a pervasive 
aspect of Indian politics. This is wide spread in all fields of employment. In India, corruption takes the form of bribes, evasion 
of tax and exchange controls, embezzlement, etc.

Occupational Crime

Offenses committed by individuals in the course of their employment and the offenses of employees against their 
employers. People in powerful position will be greedy and arrogant in nature since they have sovereign power to act like they 
feel. Thus this kind of freeness and lawless nature elicit his mind in such a way to commit some criminal acts using his power 
which later cause problem to his occupation as well as to his nature. Harassing the employer working under his authority, often 
in police stations, Banks, Institutions this kind of crime occurs.

CAUSES OF CHANGING CRIMINAL PROFILE 

A. The Role of Early Life Experiences

As we noted previously, early life experiences appear likely to have an especially strong influence on the development 
of criminality because individuals acquire their traits sequentially. The traits we possess at any juncture are the result of the 
cumulative cognitive, affective, physical, and social effects of a sequence of events that began at conception. As a result of 
these events, individuals acquire a strategic style over the course of their lives.

B. The Role Family

It has been observed by the scholars study that change in behavior and life style making impact on individual reaction 
towards the situations of life, person who day by day seeing their family suffering to get good status in society may motive him 
to adopt wrong way to achieve success in life. If the criminality not reinforced in good manners that person may continue this 
evil way to get succeed further.

C. Psychological Status of an Individual

Human know the way to go good and bad both choice are within him. When he deprive of norms and his wants his 
mental status tells him to adopt new way to satisfy self then eventually that lads to pathetic feeling on others or situation and to 
get rid of dissatisfaction his mind adopts a new way to pleasure him by accomplishing the task. Hence he indulges in criminal 
acts.

D. Lack in Proper implementation Of Law.

There are Laws rules and policies according to which individual as to act in our nation but the problem here is peoples 
whose are authorized to form rules are properly not implementing the policies. Since they dread of caught by the police hence 
they are the culprits in some crime, if the policy is implemented they need to go trail by the law. Until the formed laws are not 
properly implemented there would not be control over the crime.

Changing Criminal Profile and Victim Crisis

The change in Crime type leading in changes in criminal type, Hence the criminals now days are strong in the socio-
economical status victims suffer seriously by the culprits. Peoples who know to escape from the clutches of law they make 
some alternatives to deal with the evidences. From them victims endure by many problems some mentioned below.

Social Problem: Culprits may deter the victim or victim family by giving them life threat, and making them helpless in 
defining their revolt against them. Like making them unemployed, life threat to the family members, threatening of sexual 
assault and many more. By this kind of terror treats culprits make them not to revolt again.

Psychological: By giving life threats or sexual assault fear victim becomes mentally unstable hence threats may deeply rooted 
in the minds of the victim. By deprive the rights they may commit suicide also in some extreme cases. In such circumstances 
treats may strongly damage the mindset of the victim and may lose self confidence.

Physical: In most heinous cases people in higher social strata may fell to such an extent that they never think even to mutilate 
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the body parts of the victim. Such kinds of culprits are most dangerous in nature and notorious. Mafia leaders, Potential 
politicians, Company Chiefs etc. by such cruel acts victims suffer throughout the life span.

CONCLUSION

The crime is natural social phenomena, as of this world related criminality deeply rooted in the mind of all people. The 
individual is of first importance, not the system; and as long as the individual does not understand the total process of himself, 
no system, where of the left or of the right, can bring order and peace to the world. Changing social norms making human more 
greed and selfish and which leading him in commit the dangerous crime. Irony here is most educated ones are more involving in 
the criminal act than that of illiterates. People should understand the life rights of individual then only they can think about 
others life, understating comes only through self knowledge. In common parlance education is the understanding of oneself; 
people who are educated should understand the reality and fight with the wrong doer. 
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